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Miscellanea

5000 Jahre semitohamitische Sprachen = RAInner VOIGT, ed., 5000 Jahre semitohamitische Sprachen in Asien und Afrika. 5000 Years Semitohamitic Languages in Asia and Africa, Studien zum Horn von Afrika, 6 (Köln: Rüdiger Köppe Verlag, 2019); xvi, 429 pp.


Ethiopian Afrasian Generally

AKINLABI, AKINBIYI: see SIMEONE-SENELLE, MARIE-CLAUDE.


Aethiopica 23 (2020)


CONNEIL, BRUCE: see SIMEONE-SENELLE, MARIE-CLAUDE.


JAKOBI, ANGELIKA: see BULAKH, MARIA.

JAKOBI, ANGELIKA: see SIMEONE-SENELLE, MARIE-CLAUDE.

LUSEKELO, AMANI: see SIMEONE-SENELLE, MARIE-CLAUDE.

MEYER, RONNY: see BULAKH, MARIA.

MEYER, RONNY: see SIMEONE-SENELLE, MARIE-CLAUDE.


SEGERER, GUILLAUME and MARTINE VANHOVE, ‘Color naming in Africa’, in Lexicalization patterns, 287–331 (including Ethiopian Semitic and Cushitic).

SIMEONE-SENELLE, MARIE-CLAUDE: see BULAKH, MARIA.

SIMEONE-SENELLE, MARIE-CLAUDE, WOLBERT G. C. SMIDT, RONNY MEYER, ANGELIKA JAKOBI, AMANI LUSEKELO, BRUCE CONNEIL, and
Maria Bulakh, Susanne Hummel, and Francesca Panini


SMIDT, WOLBERT G. C.: see BULAKH, MARIA.

SMIDT, WOLBERT G. C.: see SIMEONE-SENELLE, MARIE-CLAUDE.


VANHOVE, MARTINE: see SEGERER, GUILLAUME.

VOIGT, RAINER: see BULAKH, MARIA.

WOLFF, H. EKKEHARD: see MEYER, RONNY.

Ethiopian Semitic


BAUSI, ALESSANDRO: see HARROWER, MICHAEL J.

BONGERS, JACOB L.: see HARROWER, MICHAEL J.

BRANDT, STEVEN A.: see HARROWER, MICHAEL J.


CARTER, WILLIAM: see MOENG, EMILY.


DUMITRU, IOANA A.: see HARROWER, MICHAEL J.

EBA TERESA GAROMA: see ABEBE LEMESSA SAKA.


—: see DANIEL GIRMA.
—: see FJELD, RUTH E. VATVEDT.


GILL, INAYAT: see FJELD, RUTH E. VATVEDT.


—, Die Verbsysteme des Amharischen und Tigrinischen: Eine vergleichende Analyse, Studien zum Horn von Afrika, 7 (Köln: Rüdiger Köppe Verlag, 2019); xviii, 336 pp.

GÜTERBOCK, MICHAEL, ‘Wåddi Wa’ro: Annäherung an einen tigrinischen Roman’, in 5000 Jahre semitohamitische Sprachen, 185–228.

HAILU WUBSHE: see DANIEL GIRMA.


HARROWER, MICHAEL J., IOANA A. DUMITRU, CINZIA PERLINGIERI, SMITI NATHAN, KIFLE ZERUE, JESSICA L. LAMONT, ALESSANDRO
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HELINA S. WOLDEKIRKOS: see HARROWER, MICHAEL J.


KIFLE ZERUE: see HARROWER, MICHAEL J.


KONSTANINOVSKAIA, NATALIA: see FJELD, RUTH E. VATVEDT.

KRISTIANSEN, ELSA: see FJELD, RUTH E. VATVEDT.


LAMONT, JESSICA L.: see HARROWER, MICHAEL J.

LIUZZO, PIETRO MARIA, Digital Approaches to Ethiopian and Eritrean Studies, Supplement to Aethiopica, 8 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2019); 1, 280 pp.

MEYER, RONNY, ‘Gurage (Muher)’, in The Semitic Languages, 227–256.


NATHAN, SMITT: see HARROWER, MICHAEL J.

NOSNITSIK, DENIS: see BULAKH, MARIA.

OSKARSSON, VETURLIDI: see FJELD, RUTH E. VATVEDT.


PECK, AMIENA: see TEDROS H. WELDEMICHAEL.

PERLINGIERI, CINZIA: see HARROWER, MICHAEL J.

PETERSON, ELIZABETH A.: see HARROWER, MICHAEL J.

POOLMAN, LAUREL A.: see HARROWER, MICHAEL J.
POHL, CHRISTIE M.: see HARROWER, MICHAEL J.
RATHJE, MARIANNE: see FJELD, RUTH E. VATVEDT.
SWERIDA, JENNIFER L.: see HARROWER, MICHAEL J.
TAFESSE GEBRE MARIAM: see GIRMA AWGICHEW DEMEKE.
TEDROS H. WELDEMICHAEL, AMIENA PECK, and QUENTIN WILLIAMS,
WILLIAMS, QUENTIN: see TEDROS H. WELDEMICHAEL.

Cushitic
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BENNERT, WILLIAM G.: see KIMPER, WENDELL.


DEGINET WOTANGO DOYISO: see TREIS, YVONNE.


EBA TERESA GAROMA: see ABEBE LEMESSA SAKA.


EKLUND, KENNETH: see AHLBERG, AIJA KATRIINA.


GANUZA, NATALIA: see PALM, CLARA.

GEBRIEL ALAZAR: see HARA, SHOGO.

GIRMA TESFAYE TEKLE: see EBA TERESA GAROMA.

GREEN, CHRISTOPHER R.: see KIMPER, WENDELL.

HAILU WUBSHET: see FEKEDALU WUBSHET.

HEDMAN, CHRISTINA: see PALM, CLARA.
IKEDA, JUN: see HARA, SHOGO.


MATHEWOS WOLDEGIORGIS SIDOLE: see LUTER BALCHA ERANGO.

NIEMINEN, LEA: see AHLBERG, AIJA KATRIINA.
NILSON, MORGAN: see DOWNING, LAURA J.


OTIENO, SUZANNE C. S. A.: see AHLBERG, AIJA KATRIINA.

PEPPER, STEVE: see YRI, KJELL MAGNE.
SUZUKI, KOTA: see HARA, SHOGO.

TAFESSE GEBRE MARIAM: see ANBESSA TEFERRA.
TAYE GEBREMARIAM OLOMO: see MATHEWOS WOLDEGIORGIS SIDOLE.
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WONDOWSEN TESFAYE: see ALEMAYEHU FEKDE.

WORKINEH DIRIBSA GUTAMA: see DEJENE GEMECHU CHALA.

YESHTILA BEKELE: see COCHRANE, LOGAN.


YU, KRISTINE: see KIMPER, WENDELL.

ZELEKE ARFICHO AYELE: see MATHEWS WOLDEGIORGIS SIDOLE.

Omotic


YESHTILA BEKELE: see COCHRANE, LOGAN.

Reviews of Earlier Publications


BAUSI, ALESSANDRO, with assistance from EUGENIA SOKOLINSKI, ed., *150 Years after Dillmann’s Lexicon: Perspectives and Challenges of Go’az Studies*, Supplement to Aethiopica, 5 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2016); xi, 238 pp.


Fikre GEBREKIDAN REDA, *Tigrinya–English/Amharic Codeswitching*, Topics in Interdisciplinary African Studies, 37 (Köln: Rüdiger Köppe Verlag, 2015); xiv, 235 pp., 2 maps, 6 illus., tables, charts.


LIUZZO, PIETRO MARIA, *Digital Approaches to Ethiopian and Eritrean Studies*, Supplement to Aethiopica, 8 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2019); 1, 280 pp.
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 PETROLINO, SARA, A Grammar of Hamar: A South Omotic Language of Ethiopia, Cushitic and Omotic Studies, 6 (Köln: Rüdiger Köppe Verlag, 2016); xxii, 342 pp., 3 maps, 9 charts, 76 tables. 

 SAVÀ, GRAZIANO and MAURO TOSCO, An Annotated Edition of Father G. Toselli’s Dizi Grammar, Cushitic and Omotic Studies, 5 (Köln: Rüdiger Köppe Verlag, 2016); viii, 185 pp., 3 maps, 128 illus., 9 tables, graphs. 


 Addenda


 BELLINGHAM, ERIKA: see KAWACHI, KAZUHIRO.

 BOHNEMEYER, JURGEN: see KAWACHI, KAZUHIRO.


 LIUZZO, PIETRO M.: see BAUSI, ALESSANDRO.